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ON-LINE SERVI 

Single AVHRR image is 8 bits image of 512 columns by 480 lines 
which contains about 256k bytes. If we send this data to the 
users through 2400 bps telecommunication line, it takes about 16 
minutes to finish the job. Even if useing 9600 bps line, it 
takes about 4 minutes but not realistic. Accordingly, we employ 
dotted pattern image using dither matrix method, then data value 
becomes 32k bytes and it is possible to send this image about 1.7 
minutes through 2400 line. 

In this on-line data service system, It is possible to receive 
following images: 

1. Dotted pattern image (32k bytes) 
2. Color image (8 colors:32k x 3 = 96k bytes) 
3. lse color image (32k x 2 = 64k bytes) 
4. Iso-thermal image C32k bytesl 

Dotted pattern image and Iso-thermal image are shown in Fig. 3 
and 4, respectively. User can make overlay image in combination 
Dotted pattern image with Iso-thermal image(Fig. 51. It is easy to 
understand thermal gradient. 

We are developed on-line and realtime data service within 24 
hours through VAN. AVHRR images is storing in the VAN center for 
a week (Fig. 1). Newly data will be always exchaged with old data 
gathered before last week. 

USER FACILITI SOFTWARE ON PERSONAL COMPUTER 

In this on-line system, it is necessary to prepare 
facilities: 

1. NEC PC-9801 personal computer 
or IBM PC-5550 personal computer 

2. High resolution CRT 
3. Printer 
4. ModemC2400 bps/half-duplex MA model 
5. Special interface only for PC-9801 

following 

6. SoftwareCcommunication and image display) which is provided 
by JWA. 

PROCEDURE OF RECEIVING IMAGES 

User can search the necessary images belonging to the procedure 
shown in Fig 6. Firstly, user must obtain menu which indicates 
what kinds of image is avalable or not. After that, they can 
query images giving selection coditions like as area and date and 
receive dotted pattern image. Then, they can display the image 
and check the cloud conditions. If useful image, they will 
receive another ki images. User can star the received 



whole image in floppy disks and can make the multi-temporal 
analysis. 

REMARKS 

Telecommunication and computer technology is developing day by 
day, so that this on-line system must be improved soon. Our 
potential users are included national and prefectual agencies, 
research institutions~ commercial fisheries industry, 
agricultual industry, water resource industry, and hydroelective 
power industry. We hope our both non-realtime and realtime 

ellite data services can promote not only technology transfer 
remote sensing to several industries but also academic 
lopment and educational effects in Japan. 
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